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Risk/reward decision-making is a dynamic process that includes periods of deliberation before action selection and evaluation
of the action outcomes that bias subsequent choices. Inactivation of the prelimbic (PL) cortex has revealed its integral role in
updating decision biases in the face of changes in probabilistic reward contingencies, yet how phasic PL signals during differ-
ent phases of the decision process influence choice remains unclear. We used temporally specific optogenetic inhibition to
selectively disrupt PL activity coinciding with action selection and outcome phases to examine how these signals influence
choice. Male rats expressing the inhibitory opsin eArchT within PL excitatory neurons were well trained on a probabilistic
discounting task, entailing choice between small/certain versus large/risky rewards, the probability of which varied over a ses-
sion (50–12.5%). During testing, brief light pulses suppressed PL activity before choice or after different outcomes. Prechoice
suppression reduced bias toward more preferred/higher utility options and disrupted how recent outcomes influenced subse-
quent choice. Inhibition during risky losses induced a similar profile, but here, the impact of reward omissions were either
amplified or diminished, relative to the context of the estimated profitability of the risky option. Inhibition during large or
small reward receipt reduced risky choice when this option was more profitable, suggesting these signals can both reinforce
rewarded risky choices and also act as a relative value comparator signal that augments incentive for larger rewards. These
findings reveal multifaceted contributions by the PL in implementing decisions and integrating action–outcome feedback to
assign context to the decision space.
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Significance Statement

The PL prefrontal cortex plays an integral role in guiding risk/reward decisions, but how activity in this region during differ-
ent phases of the decision process influences choice is unclear. By using temporally specific optogenetic manipulations of this
activity, the present study unveiled previously uncharacterized and differential contributions by PL in implementing decision
policies and how evaluation of decision outcomes shape subsequent choice. These findings provide novel insight into the
dynamic processes engaged by the PL that underlie action selection in situations involving reward uncertainty that may aid in
understanding the mechanism underlying normal and aberrant decision-making processes.

Introduction
Value-based decisions involving reward uncertainty are guided
by distributed neural circuits linking different regions of the

striatum, temporal, and frontal lobe. Among the subdivisions of
the prefrontal cortex (PFC) known to refine action selection, the
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) has been heavily implicated in
biasing risk/reward decision-making. Lesion studies in humans
have implicated the ACC in promoting optimal decisions on a
variety of tests involving choices between options that may or
may not yield different rewards (Clark et al., 2008; Camille et al.,
2011; Gläscher et al., 2012; Pujara et al., 2015). Imaging studies
have further revealed distinct profiles of ACC activation during
choice or outcome evaluation phases of the decision-making
process (Rogers et al., 2004; Kuhnen and Knutson, 2005;
Christopoulos et al., 2009; Gläscher et al., 2009; Kolling et al.,
2014, 2016). These findings imply that neural activity within the
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ACC during different phases of the decision process may
aid in tracking changes in the long-term value of different
courses of action. This promotes updating of choice behav-
ior as a decision maker progresses through a sequence of
decisions to update choice behavior accordingly (Kolling et
al., 2014).

The prelimbic (PL) region of the rodent medial PFC (mPFC)
shares similar anatomic connectivity to Area 32 of the primate
ACC (van Eden et al., 1992; Heilbronner et al., 2016), and this
region has been implicated in guiding risk/reward decisions
using a variety of different assays (St Onge and Floresco, 2010;
de Visser et al., 2011; Paine et al., 2015; Zeeb et al., 2015; Orsini
et al., 2018). Notably, the manner in which disruption of PL
function alters these decisions can vary based on the specific pro-
cedures used. For example, lesions/inactivation of the PL cause a
disadvantageous increase in risky choice using assays patterned
after the human Iowa gambling task, where rats choose between
different options with fixed probabilities of rewards and time-
out punishments (de Visser et al., 2011; Paine et al., 2015; Zeeb
et al., 2015). Conversely, when decisions are guided by external
cues, PL inactivations reduce risky choices when they would be
potentially more profitable (van Holstein and Floresco, 2020).
On the other hand, previous work by our group has used a
probabilistic discounting task entailing choices between
small/certain versus large/risky rewards, the probability of
which changes over the course of a session. This task
requires animals to track choice-outcome history to enable
more profitable decisions. Inactivation of the PL increased
or decreased risky choice depending on whether reward proba-
bilities decreased or increased over a session, indicating that
this region keeps track of changes in the profitability of differ-
ent actions to facilitate flexible shifts in decision biases (St Onge
and Floresco, 2010). Subsequent findings revealed that different
networks of PL neurons interfacing with the basolateral amyg-
dala or nucleus accumbens play distinct roles in refining choice.
The PL!amygdala pathway tracks changes in rewarded and
nonrewarded choices, whereas the PL!accumbens circuit rein-
forces risky wins (Jenni et al., 2017; St Onge et al., 2012).

Like the human ACC, the rodent PL displays distinct changes
in phasic activity that are temporally linked to deliberation (pre-
choice) or outcome evaluation phases of the decision-making
process. For example, neurophysiological and fiber photometry
recordings during risk/reward decision-making revealed some
PL cells show phasic increases in activity before action selection
that appear to represent preferred choices (Braunscheidel et al.,
2019; Sackett et al., 2019). Other cells show brief changes in firing
following either nonrewarded or rewarded choices that track
outcomes over multiple trials and predict subsequent choice or
shifts in action selection (Sul et al., 2010; Del Arco et al., 2017;
Braunscheidel et al., 2019; Passecker et al., 2019). Yet, conven-
tional lesion/inactivations abolish all these temporally discrete
neural signals associated with different phases of the deci-
sion process. What remains to be clarified is how tempo-
rally precise changes in PL activity that occur specifically
during deliberation phases before action selection, or dur-
ing evaluation of different choice outcomes, may bias cur-
rent choices and influence subsequent ones, as few studies
have addressed this directly (Passecker et al., 2019). Here,
we used temporally discrete optogenetic suppression of ac-
tivity in PL neurons expressing the inhibitory opsin eArchT
to clarify how their phasic activity during different phases
of the decision-making sequence shapes choice during
probabilistic discounting.

Materials and Method
Subjects
Forty-six male Long–Evans rats (Charles River Laboratories)
were used across the different experiments. These animals
weighed ;250–275 g on arrival, were group housed, provided
food ad libitum, and handled daily for 1 week. After acclimati-
zation, rats underwent stereotaxic surgery to infuse virus and
implant optic fiber ferrules into the PL. Following surgery, ani-
mals were single housed for the remainder of the experiment.
Before beginning behavioral training, rats were food restricted
to;85% of their free-feeding weight. Their weights were moni-
tored daily, and food was adjusted to maintain a weight gain of
;5 g per week. All procedures were conducted in accordance
with the Canadian Council of Animal Care and the Animal
Care Committee at the University of British Columbia.

Stereotaxic surgery
Rats were given a subanesthetic intraperitoneal dose of a ke-
tamine (50mg/kg) and xylazine (5 mg/kg) cocktail for initial
sedation and analgesia and were maintained on isoflurane
for the full procedure. They were placed into a stereotaxic
frame secured with ear bars (flat skull), and analgesia was
administered subcutaneously (Anafen, 10mg/kg). Burr holes
were drilled into the skull and a 0.6 ml solution containing a
virus encoding for an inhibitory opsin (rAAV5-CaMKIIa-
eArchT3.0-eYFP; concentration, 5 � 1013 particles/ml) or a
control vector (rAAV5-CaMKIIa-eYFP, University of North
Carolina Vector Core) was infused bilaterally at a 10° angle into
the PL via microinfusion pumps (coordinates from bregma,
13.4 mm anteroposterior; 61.6 mm mediolateral; �3.5 mm
dorsoventral from dura) at a flow rate of 0.1 ml per minute.
Injectors were left in place for 10min following the infusion to
allow for virus diffusion in tissue. Subsequently, optic fibers
consisting of 400 mm cores and 0.50NA (Thorlabs) threaded
through 2.5-mm-wide metal ferrules (Precision Fiber Products)
were implanted into the PL at the above coordinates. A head as-
sembly secured the fibers in place using six screws and dental
cement. Animals received postoperative treatment and moni-
toring for 5 d following surgery ahead of beginning food
restriction and behavioral training.

Apparatus
Behavioral testing was conducted in operant chambers (30.5 �
24 � 21 cm; Med Associates) enclosed in sound-attenuating
boxes. Each box was equipped with a fan that provided venti-
lation and limited extraneous sounds. The chamber was fitted
with a central food receptacle where sucrose food reward pel-
lets (45mg; Bio-Serv) were dispensed. Two retractable levers
were located on either side of the food receptacle. The cham-
ber was illuminated by a 100mA house light located on the
top center of the box opposite the food receptacle that deliv-
ered ;25 mW (;5 lux) illuminance in the area around the
levers. All data were recorded by a personal computer con-
nected to the operant chambers via an interface. Lasers were
controlled by Med PC software, which delivered a transistor–
transistor logic (TTL1/�) pulse to lasers to initiate/terminate
light delivery.

Lever press training
The initial training protocols described below were identical to
those described in previous studies conducted by our group
(Stopper et al., 2014; Bercovici et al., 2018). Rats were food re-
stricted for 3 d. One day before beginning operant training, rats
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were given ;30 reward pellets in their cage. The first day of
training began with two pellets placed in the food receptacle,
with either the right or left lever extended, and crushed sugar
pellets sprinkled on the extended lever. Animals were trained to
lever press for pellets under a fixed ratio-1 schedule until a crite-
rion of 60 presses in 30min was met for both levers. During the
next phase of training, rats were trained on a simplified version
of the full task. This consisted of 90 trials where rats were pre-
sented with one of the levers, which, if pressed within 10 s, would
deliver one pellet with a 50% probability. If the lever was not
pressed within this time, it was retracted, and the trial was scored
as an omission. Trials occurred every 40 s. Rats trained for ;4 d
until a criterion of ,10 omissions for a minimum of 2 consecu-
tive days. Next, rats learned to choose between one lever associ-
ated with a larger, four-pellet reward (delivered with a 50%
probability) and another lever that always delivered a one-pellet
reward. Assignment of the large-reward lever was counterbal-
anced across animals. Sessions consisted of 72 trials portioned
into four blocks of 18 trials. The first 8 trials of each block were
forced choice, where only one lever was inserted (randomized in
pairs), and the remaining 10 trials were free choice where both
levers were inserted. Rats were trained until they chose the large
lever on.60% of the free choices (;3 d).

Probabilistic discounting training
This task was adapted from Bercovici et al. (2018) in which we
previously used optogenetic suppression of neural activity during
discrete phases of the probabilistic discounting task and is dia-
gramed in Figure 1A. Animals were trained 5–7 d per week.
During the 40min session, each ferrule was connected to a fiber
optic patch cable encased in stainless steel spring coils that were
tethered to a rotary joint that permitted free movement through
the chamber. Each session consisted of 60 trials separated into
two blocks of 30 (10 forced-choice followed by 20 free-choice tri-
als). One lever was designated the small/certain lever and the
other designated the large/risky lever, which were the same as in
the last phase of pretraining. Every 40 s, a trial began with the
illumination of the house light. Four seconds later, one (forced
choice) or both (free choice) levers were inserted into the cham-
ber. Rats were given 10 s to press a lever, otherwise the lever(s)
was/were retracted, and the trial scored as an omission. Selection
of either lever caused both to retract. Choice of the small/certain
option always delivered one pellet. Choice of the large/risky
option delivered four pellets at changing probabilities. When
probability of large reward delivery was set at 50%, the large/
risky option was the optimal choice. Conversely, when the prob-
ability of reward delivery was set at 12.5% the small/certain
option had greater objective utility. On rewarded trials, the house
light remained illuminated for another 3 s, whereas after nonre-
warded choices or trial omissions, the light was extinguished
coincidentally with lever retraction. Pellet delivery was initiated
immediately after a press, and multiple pellets were delivered 0.5
s apart.

Animals were trained on one of two variants of the task. In
the descending variant, the probability of reward delivery on the
large/risky lever is initially set to 50% for the first 30 trials and
then subsequently set to 12.5% for the remaining 30 trials. In the
ascending variant, the order of probabilities was reversed, start-
ing with the 12.5%, followed by the 50% probability block.Rats
were trained until the group demonstrated stable patterns of
optimal risky choice (;30d). Optimal choice was defined based
on the following criteria: First, rats showed a bias toward the
risky option (.50% risky choice) in the 50% probability block

when the large/risky option had greater objective utility (i.e.,
would yield more reward in the long-term vs the small certain
option). Second, rats showed a bias away from the risky option
(,50% risky choice) in the 12.5% block, where the small/certain
option had greater objective utility. Choice stability was eval-
uated by analyzing data from 3 consecutive days using a two-way
repeated-measures ANOVA, with day and probability block as
the two factors. Behavior was deemed stable when there was no
main effect of day and no day � block interaction (at p . 0.10).
Once stable patterns of choice were displayed, optogenetic test
sessions commenced.

Optogenetic inhibition
Separate experiments were conducted in groups of rats express-
ing eArchT3.0 and those expressing eYFP as a control. The
eArchT opsin was chosen for these experiments as it has been
shown to be effective at reducing evoked activity for short dura-
tions, particularly when targeting cell bodies (Wiegert et al.,
2017). Although rebound excitation from sustained photoinhibi-
tion of presynaptic terminals using eArchT has been reported,
this is only observed following prolonged 5 min periods of light
application, whereas shorter millisecond-to-second-range peri-
ods suppress neural activity (Mahn et al., 2016). Moreover, these
rebound excitatory effects are more likely to occur when using
this approach for terminal inhibition on account of the relatively
small intracellular volume of axons, whereas they are less of a
concern when targeting cell bodies as was done in the present
study as the lager soma is better suited to buffering against signif-
icant changes in pH and ionic composition (Wiegert et al., 2017;
Lafferty and Britt, 2020). Additionally, we have shown that 4 s
durations of light delivery to basolateral amygdala (BLA) ter-
minals expressing eArchT within the nucleus accumbens were
effective at suppressing evoked firing in the absence of an
increase in spontaneous or evoked firing compared with base-
line (Bercovici et al., 2018). Moreover, others have validated
the alterations in reward-related behaviors seen following the
use of Arch-mediated cell body inhibition (Lafferty and Britt,
2020). Viewed collectively, it is highly likely that the behav-
ioral effects reported here were attributable to suppression of
PL neural activity.

Green (532 nm) diode-pumped solid-state lasers (Laserglow
Technologies) were coupled to a 200-mm-core patch cable
(Thorlabs) followed by a dual-channel optical rotary joint
(Doric Lenses) that split the light so that each channel emit-
ted 50% of the light intensity output directly emitted from
the laser. The rotary joint was attached to optic fiber patch
cables (Thorlabs), which were then plugged into ferrules on
the animal heads. Before each test day, lasers were turned
on using a TTL pulse delivered from the Med Associates
control system, and light intensity from each patch cable
was measured to be between 20–30 mW. Before surgical im-
plantation, all optic fibers were measured to emit 85–95%
of the light emitted through each patch cable. and it is esti-
mated that throughout testing, between 17 and 28 mW of
light reached the tip of the fibers in PL with each TTL pulse.

We used an approach similar to that used by our group and
others to dissect how activity during different phases of the deci-
sion-making sequence influences choice (Orsini et al., 2017;
Bercovici et al., 2018). Rats received multiple optogenetic tests,
each consisting of a 3 d sequence: The first 2 d were baseline
days, where the animal was connected to the fiber optic cables,
but no light was delivered. On the subsequent test day, animals
received brief pulses of light to suppress PL activity during
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discrete task events. Rats received two test sequences for each type
of optogenetic manipulation, separated by at least 2 d of retraining.
Behavioral data from the baseline days were averaged and com-
pared with those obtained on the silencing test days. There were
no differences in percentage choice of the risky option, our pri-
mary dependent variable, from the baseline days across all manip-
ulations (all p values. 0.32). The order in which animals received
the different optogenetic tests was counterbalanced, and rats com-
pleted both tests for a particular manipulation before being
retrained for 3–5d and receiving the next series of tests. Some rats
did not receive all tests because of damage to headcaps. This
resulted in a different number of subjects in each analysis.

Silencing before choice. In this experiment, laser light was ini-
tiated at the start of each trial, 4 s before lever extension, and was
terminated either when a choice was made or after 10 s elapsed
following lever extension (omission). Under these conditions,
light was delivered for 4–10 s each trial depending on response
latency. Light was delivered only during free-choice trials, as we
were primarily interested in how PL activity influences action
selection when choosing between both options.

Silencing during reward omissions. Here, PL activity was
inhibited during the outcome of trials where animals chose the
risky option and did not receive the larger reward (a risky loss).
For this and all other outcome silencing experiments, laser light

Figure 1. Probabilistic discounting task and histology. A, Probabilistic discounting task diagram. B, Location of fiber optic placements in PL corresponding to animals receiving the inhibitory
eArchT opsin or control eYFP infusions tested on the probabilistic task and those receiving eArchT tested on a reward magnitude discrimination (Reward Mag). Numbers correspond to milli-
meters from bregma. C, Representative slice of PL expression in cell bodies (blue is DAPI; green is eYFP) with optic fiber placement.
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was delivered during the outcomes of both free- and forced-
choice trials. This is because even during forced-choice trials, the
contingency between the probability of reward delivery and the
outcome of lever press remains the same, and as such, outcome-
related PL activity during these trials is still relevant as it informs
the animal of the relative likelihood that a choice will or will not
be rewarded. In this particular experiment, a reward omission
following a forced choice is still a loss and therefore can still have
an impact on future choices. Lasers were left on for 7 s after lever
press, which would have overlapped the moment when pellets
would have been delivered on a rewarded trial.

Silencing during large rewards. Another experiment inhibited
activity in the PL following rewarded risky choices (risky wins).
On these test days, light was delivered on all free- and forced-
choice trials after a rat selected the large/risky lever and received
the larger reward. Laser light was initiated immediately after
these choices and was terminated 7 s after lever press, overlap-
ping with pellet delivery and consumption.

Silencing during small/certain rewards. In these experiments,
PL activity was suppressed after small/certain choices (small
wins), wherein light was delivered on all free- and forced-choice
trials immediately after a rat selected the small/certain option.
Lasers were left on for 7 s after lever press, which included the
time it took for pellet delivery and consumption.

Intertrial interval. To verify that the outcome-associated
effects of silencing the PL were attributable to inhibiting neural
activity temporally linked to these events, a control experiment
was conducted where activity in the PL was inhibited during a
random 4 s interval starting 6–14 s after the start of the 40 s
intertrial interval (ITI) for all free- and forced- choice trials.

Reward magnitude discrimination
A separate cohort of rats expressing eArchT3.0 was trained for
;25 d on a control reward magnitude discrimination task. In
this task both the large (four pellets) and small (one pellet)
reward choice options were set to 100% probability of reward
delivery for four blocks of two forced-choice followed by 10
free-choice trials. On separate tests, animals received optoge-
netic silencing during the period before choice and during the
large reward delivery as described above.

Histology
Rats were killed via transcardial perfusion with 4% paraformal-
dehyde. Brains were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 h and
then stored in 30% sucrose in 1 M PBS. Each brain was flash fro-
zen on dry ice and sliced in 50mm sections using a cryostat.
Sections were mounted onto slides, counterstained, and cover-
slipped using Fluoromount-G with DAPI (eBioscience). Viral
expression and ferrule placements (Fig. 1B,C) were verified in
the PL using a 1� objective on an Axio Zoom microscope
(Zeiss). Three rats whose placements were found to be outside
the borders of the PL were determined referencing a neuroana-
tomical atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 2005) and were subse-
quently removed from data analysis (one in the eArchT group
and two from the eYPF control group).

Data analysis
The primary dependent variable was the proportion of choices of
the large/risky option after each behavioral manipulation. The
total number of large/risky choices made within a probability
block was divided by the total number of choices made in that
block, thereby factoring out trial omissions. Although this index
of choice can sometimes be skewed if an animal makes a large

number of omissions during a free-choice block, as described in
the results, omission rates were relatively low in this study.
Across all experiments, only two animals that received PL inhi-
bition before choice showed a relatively large increase in omis-
sions over 20 trials of a free-choice block (8 and 11), and
eliminating the data from these animals from the analysis did
not qualitatively change the results. Choice data were analyzed
with three-way ANOVAs, with treatment (optogenetic inhibition
vs baseline) and probability block (50 vs 12.5%) as within-subject
factors and task variant (descending vs ascending probabilities)
as a between-subjects factor. The main effect of probability block
for all these analyses was always significant (p , 0.001). Simple
main effects analyses partitioning significant two-way interac-
tions consisted of one-way ANOVAs (Bonferroni corrected).

Additional choice-by-choice analyses examined how suppres-
sion of PL activity during different task events influenced action
selection after different risky choice outcomes as indices of
reward and negative feedback sensitivity (win-stay and lose-shift
behavior, respectively). Each free choice was compared with the
outcome of the preceding choice of the risky option. Win-stay
ratios were calculated from the proportion of trials where rats
chose the risky option following a risky win (receipt of the large
reward), divided by the total number of free-choice risky wins.
As many animals did not experience a risky win in the low prob-
ability block, win-stay values were pooled across both blocks and
analyzed with one-way ANOVAs. Conversely, lose-shift ratios
were calculated for each probability block separately and were
based on the proportion of trials where rats chose the small/cer-
tain option following a risky loss (nonrewarded choice) over the
total number of risky losses within each block. For these data, we
were able to obtain enough risky losses in both the 50 and 12.5%
probability blocks. As we were particularly interested in examin-
ing how reward omissions differentially influence subsequent
choice as a function of reward probability, these data were ana-
lyzed using two-way ANOVAs, with treatment and probability
block as two within-subject factors. For all significant interaction
effects, simple main effects analyses were conducted using one-
way ANOVAs where appropriate. Other performance measures
included the number of trial omissions and average choice laten-
cies (time between lever extension and lever press) and were ana-
lyzed with one-way repeated-measures ANOVAs. In instances
where suppression of PL activity increased choice latencies, sub-
sequent analyses probed if these effects varied based on either
probability block or choice type (risky vs certain) using two-way
repeated-measures ANOVAs, although as discussed below, none
of these analyses revealed any differential effects.

The win-stay/lose shift analyses were complemented by addi-
tional multilevel modeling analyses examining how a combina-
tion of outcomes spanning two trials back influenced a particular
choice and how PL silencing during different tasks events altered
the impact of these different outcomes. In so doing, multilevel
logistic regression analyses were conducted on trial-level data
from the different experiments, targeting the probability blocks
where PL inhibition induced a significant change in overall risky
choice. This yielded six separate models that analyzed choice
data from the 50% block, and in some instances the 12.5%
blocks, separately for each manipulation (silencing during pre-
choice, reward omission (losses), large/risky wins, and small/cer-
tain wins). Each model was specified the same way with Trials
(level 1) nested within Rats (level 2). Treatment (baseline vs inhi-
bition) was included as a level 1 predictor. To assess how the out-
come history from the preceding two trials influenced choice, we
included another series of categorical level 1 predictors, with
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each level representing one of nine possible combinations
of outcomes on the past two trials. This resulted in the fol-
lowing nine levels, herein denoted based on the outcomes 2
and 1 trials back from a choice (denoted n-2 and n-1,
respectively); Risky win!Risky win, Risky win!Risky loss,
Risky win!Certain win, Risky loss!Risky win, Risky
loss!Risky loss, Risky loss!Certain win, Certain win!Risky
win, Certain win!Risky loss, and finally Certain win!Certain
win. Choice trials that followed two consecutive wins were
excluded from the regression models on data from 12.5% prob-
ability blocks as this combination of outcomes was extremely
rare or nonexistent across the datasets. With these predictors as
a backbone of the analyses, how PL inhibition affected choice
following different outcomes was examined by including
Treatment � Outcome interaction terms across the eight to
nine possible outcome combinations in the model. When one
or more of these terms were found to be statistically significant,
the interactions were partitioned with simple slopes analyses
assessing how PL inhibition may have differentially altered the
probability of a risky choice versus baseline on trials that fol-
lowed a particular combination of outcomes. In comparison, a
main effect of Treatment in the absence of any interaction with
outcomes indicated that PL inhibition altered risky choice in a
manner that was not modulated by the recent experienced out-
comes. Here, odds ratios that were significantly less than or
.1.0 reflected an overall decrease or increase in risky choice
within a particular block. These analyses were conducted using
the lmerTest and interactions packages in R software.

Animals trained on the reward magnitude discrimination
task were analyzed on each manipulation for the proportion of
choices of the large reward option, using a two-way ANOVA
with treatment and trial block (four blocks of 10 free-choice tri-
als) as two within-subject factors. Other performance measures
were analyzed using one-way ANOVAs.

Results
Each of the probabilistic discounting experiments discussed
below included animals trained on either the descending or
ascending variant of the task. However, in each of these anal-
yses, there were no main effects of task variant or variant �
treatment interaction effects (all p values . 0.09), indicating
that alterations in choice induced by suppression of PL activ-
ity were comparable regardless of the order in which reward
probabilities changed over a session. These findings will not
be mentioned further. The graphical presentation of the
choice data in each probability block is partitioned over sub-
blocks of 10 trials to display the relative consistency of these
effects within each probability block.

PL inhibition before choice reduced choice bias toward more
preferred options
One of our primary interests was to examine how activity in the
PL occurring during epochs immediately before initiation of a
choice guides decision-making. To this end, PL activity was sup-
pressed during the deliberation period before action selection.
During baseline tests, rats displayed optimal choice patterns, dis-
playing a strong preference toward the large/risky option during
the 50% block and a bias away from this option during the
12.5% block. In animals in the eArchT group (n = 26), optoge-
netic suppression during the prechoice period markedly per-
turbed decision-making (Fig. 2A,B). Analysis of these data
revealed a significant main effect of treatment (F(1,24) = 8.67,

p = 0.007) and more pertinently, a significant treatment �
block interaction (F(1,24) = 35.48, p , 0.0001). This interaction
was driven by a decrease in risky choice in the 50% block (p ,
0.0001) and an increase in risky choice in the 12.5% block
(p = 0.04). In comparison, laser light administered before
choice in control rats expressing eYFP (n = 13) caused no
significant changes in behavior (all F values , 1, all p val-
ues . 0.40; Fig. 2C).

In addition to disrupting choice behavior, suppression of pre-
choice PL activity slowed decision latencies in rats expressing
eArchT (F(1,24) = 23.02, p = 0.0001; Fig. 2A, inset) in a manner
that did not vary across probability block or risky versus certain
choices (all p values . 0.20; Table 1). This was not observed in
the eYFP group (mean 6 SEM, baseline = 0.59 6 0.09 s; laser =
0.636 0.07 s; F(1,11) = 0.13, p = 0.72). Likewise, there was a slight
but significant increase in trial omissions for the eArchT group
(F(1,24) = 12.04, p = 0.002; Table 1), with these occurring with
comparable frequency in the 50 and 12.5% blocks. However,
laser light did not alter omissions in the eYFP group (baseline =
0.66 0.2; laser = 0.76 0.3; F(1,11) = 0.20, p = 0.67).

Further analyses examined how these perturbations in deci-
sion biases related to changes in how the most recent rewarded
and nonrewarded outcomes influenced subsequent action selec-
tion. Under baseline conditions, animals had a strong tendency
to follow a rewarded risky choice with another risky choice, dis-
playing win-stay behavior on .80% of these trials; the vast ma-
jority of these occurred in the 50% block. Suppression of PL
activity during the deliberation period caused a robust reduc-
tion in win-stay behavior (F(1,24) = 24.74, p , 0.0001; Fig.
2D, left bars). Indeed, during these tests, animals were seem-
ingly indifferent to previous rewarded risky choices as they
were just as likely to make a risky choice or shift to the small/
certain option on the next choice trial (one-sample t test vs
50%; t(25) = 1.95, p = 0.06). On the other hand, lose-shift
behavior was strongly dependent on the context of the proba-
bility block. Under baseline conditions, rats rarely shifted to
the small/certain option after a nonrewarded risky choice
when reward probabilities were relatively high (50%), but they
did so on the majority of these trials when reward probabilities
were low (12.5%; Fig. 2D, right bars). Here, suppression of PL
activity differentially altered lose-shift behavior (treatment �
block interaction, F(1,25) = 48.99, p, 0.001), increasing it dur-
ing the 50% block (p , 0.001; one-sample t test vs 50%, t(25) =
1.86 p = 0.07), whereas in the 12.5% block, lose-shift behavior
was also reduced to chance levels (p = 0.03; one-sample t test
vs 50%, t(25) = 1.03 p = 0.31). Figure 2E displays trial-by-trial
choice and outcome patterns of an exemplar rat in this experi-
ment. This average risky choice of the rat during the 50 and
12.5% blocks was comparable to the group mean under base-
line and test conditions. Thus, suppression of PL neural activ-
ity before action selection disrupted choice of more preferred,
higher utility options, and this appeared to be linked to an
inability to incorporate information about the outcomes of
preceding decisions to guide subsequent action selection.

PL inhibition during reward omissions differentially alters
risky choice
It has previously been shown that activity of PL neurons associ-
ated with reward omissions are predictive of subsequent choices
during risk/reward decision-making (Passecker et al., 2019).
Thus, in this experiment, PL activity was suppressed on all trials
in which the large/risky option was selected, but no reward was
delivered. For rats in the eArchT group (n = 26), suppression of
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Figure 2. Inhibition of PL activity before choice disrupts bias toward more preferred, higher-utility options. A, Left, percentage choice of the large/risky option under baseline conditions and
during optogenetic inhibition tests for rats in the eArchT group. Inhibition before choice reduced risky choice during the higher 50% probability block and increased risky choice in the lower
12.5% block. For this and all other figures, data are partitioned over blocks of 10 trials. Inset, Plot of average decision latencies, suppressing PL activity before choice increased deliberation
times. Right, Data from animals trained on descending (top, n = 14) and ascending (bottom, n = 9) task variants. B, Individual risky choice data for the eArchT group, averaged over 20 trials
in the 50 and 12.5% probability blocks. C, Individual risky choice data for eYFP group. D, PL inhibition before choice induced near-random patterns of reward/negative feedback sensitivity.
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PL activity during these outcomes altered decision-making in a
manner dependent on the likelihood that a risky choice would
pay off. Analysis of the choice data yielded a significant treat-
ment � probability block interaction (F(1,24) = 32.94, p, 0.0001;
Fig. 3A,B) with no main effect of treatment (F(1,24) = 0.99 p =
0.33). This interaction reflected a significant increase in risky
choice during the 12.5% block (p = 0.008) but, unexpectedly, a
decrease in risky choice in the higher 50% probability block (p =
0.01). Additionally, silencing PL activity during reward omis-
sions increased the time to make a choice on subsequent trials
(F(1,24) = 7.67, p = 0.01; Fig. 3A, inset; Table 1), but this did not
vary across probability block or risky versus certain choices (all p
values . 0.50; Table 1). PL silencing during these epochs also
increased trial omissions versus baseline by slightly more than
two omissions over the 60 trials (F(1,24) = 5.85, p = 0.02; Table 1)
with about one each occurring during forced- and free-choice
trials. On the other hand, this manipulation did not affect choice
behavior in the eYFP control group (n = 13; all F(1,11) values ,
1.0, all p values . 0.50; Fig. 3C). These animals also showed no
change in trial omissions (baseline = 0.96 0.5; laser = 0.46 0.2;
F(1,11) = 3.63, p = 0.08) and actually a slight 80ms decrease
in choice latency (baseline = 0.58 6 0.05 s; laser = 0.50 6 0.05 s;
F(1,11) = 6.20, p = 0.03) during this manipulation.

Silencing PL activity during reward omissions also altered
sensitivity to losses occurring on a preceding trial that were de-
pendent on the context of the probability block (treatment �
block interaction: F(1,25) = 15.85, p , 0.001; Fig. 3D, right bars).
Thus, in the 12.5% block, when risky choices were less likely to
be rewarded, suppressing PL activity rendered animals less sensi-
tive to losses, reducing lose-shift behavior versus baseline (p =
0.025). Conversely, in the higher 50% probability block, inhibi-
tion of PL neural firing had the opposite effect, increasing the
tendency to shift choice after a risky loss (p = 0.02). In compari-
son, win-stay behavior was also reduced (F(1,24) = 7.05, p = 0.01;
Fig. 3D, left bars), although this effect was less robust than that
observed following prechoice silencing. Figure 3E displays trial-
by-trial choice and outcome patterns of an exemplar rat in this
experiment under baseline and test conditions. Collectively, these
data show that suppressing PL activity after nonrewarded actions

does not unidirectionally alter subsequent choice. Instead, it
appears that silencing this activity alters responses to losses
within the context of reward history, amplifying or diminishing
their impact relative to the estimated likelihood that risky choices
will be more profitable than the alternative.

PL inhibition during large/risky rewards biases choice away
from these options
A separate experimental series examined how activity associated
with rewarded choices influences decision-making. In one such
experiment, laser light was delivered only on trials when animals
selected the large/risky option and received the larger reward
(eArchT group, n = 25). Analysis of the choice data yielded a sig-
nificant treatment � probability block interaction (F(1,23) =
15.80, p, 0.001), reflecting that this manipulation reduced risky
choice when reward probabilities were relatively high (50%, p =
0.007), but not when they were low (12.5%, p = 0.31; Fig. 4A,B).
These effects on choice occurred in the absence of any change in
decision latencies (F(1,23) = 1.22, p = 0.28; Fig. 4A, inset; Table 1),
although there was a slight but statistically reliable increase in
trial omissions as, on average, PL silencing led to about one addi-
tional omission versus baseline (F(1,23) = 13.53, p = 0.001; Table
1). eYFP-expressing rats that received the same manipulation
(n = 13) showed no change in choice (Fig. 4C), choice latency
(baseline = 0.596 0.08 s; laser = 0.606 0.09 s), or trial omissions
(baseline = 0.76 0.4; laser = 0.86 0.4; all F(1,11) values, 1.6, all
p values. 0.20).

The reduction in risky choice induced by silencing PL activ-
ity during receipt of larger/risky rewards was associated with
changes in how animals behaved after both rewarded and non-
rewarded decisions. Thus, PL inhibition appeared to reduce the
reinforcing properties of rewarded risky choices as indexed by a
reduction in win-stay behavior (F(1,24) = 6.98, p = 0.014; Fig.
4D, left bars). Interestingly, these treatments also altered how
risky losses influenced subsequent choice, even though PL ac-
tivity was not perturbed during these outcomes. Specifically,
animals were more likely to shift to the small/certain option af-
ter a nonrewarded risky choice in the 50% block (treatment �
block interaction, F(1,24) = 5.42, p = 0.03; simple main effects,
p = 0.03; Fig. 4D, right bars). Yet, lose-shift behavior was unaf-
fected in the 12.5% block (p = 0.99), presumably because rats
received very few large rewards (and corresponding laser
pulses) during this part of the test session. Figure 4E displays
trial-by-trial choice and outcome patterns of an exemplar rat in
this experiment under baseline and test conditions. Together,
these data show that suppressing PL activity during receipt of
larger/risky rewards reduces biases toward these options when
their objective utility is relatively high.

Table 1. Mean 6 SEM number of omissions (over 60 trials) and choice latency data partitioned by probability block and choice type for rats expressing eArchT
under baseline conditions and following PL silencing (laser) across the difference experiments where alterations in choice were observed

Experiment Condition Omissions

Latency (by block) Latency (by choice type)

50% 12/5% Risky Certain

Prior to choice Baseline 0.5 6 0.2 0.53 6 0.02 0.70 6 0.05 0.58 6 0.04 0.63 6 0.03
Laser 4.7 6 1.1* 1.29 6 0.20* 1.25 6 0.15* 1.25 6 0.12* 1.26 6 0.16*

Reward omission Baseline 0.4 6 0.2 0.54 6 0.04 0.58 6 0.04 0.55 6 0.03 0.56 6 0.04
Laser 2.5 6 0.8* 0.81 6 0.11* 0.85 6 0.09* 0.71 6 0.11* 0.68 6 0.11*

Large/risky reward Baseline 0.4 6 0.1; 0.59 6 0.04 0.65 6 0.06 0.62 6 0.05 0.62 6 0.05
Laser 1.4 6 0.3* 0.60 6 0.05 0.74 6 0.07 0.67 6 0.05 0.65 6 0.04

Small/certain reward Baseline 0.4 6 0.2 0.49 6 0.04 0.57 6 0.05 0.55 6 0.04 0.55 6 0.03
Laser 0.5 6 0.1 0.47 6 0.03 0.58 6 0.05 0.56 6 0.03 0.55 6 0.04

*p , 0.05 laser versus baseline.

/

These treatments decreased win-stay behavior, and caused opposing changes in lose-shift
behavior, increasing it in the 50% block and decreasing it in the 12.5% block. E, Individual,
trial-by-trial free-choice and outcome data displayed by one rat during a baseline training
session (top) and a subsequent test session when PL silencing occurred before choice (bot-
tom). Missing symbols on the curves represent trial omissions. For this and all other figures,
error bars indicate SEM. Stars and double stars denote p , 0.05 and p , 0.001 compared
with baseline.
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Figure 3. PL inhibition during reward omissions differentially alters risky choice depending on the context of reward probability. A, Left, Percentage choice of the large/risky option under
baseline conditions and during optogenetic tests for rats in the eArchT group. Inhibition decreased risky choice in the 50% block and increased it in the 12.5% block. Inset, Plot of average deci-
sion latencies showing increased latency to make a choice following PL inhibition during reward omissions. Right, Data from rats trained on the descending (top, n = 15) and ascending (bot-
tom, n = 7) task variants. B, Individual average risky choice data for eArchT group across probability blocks. C, Individual risky choice data for the eYFP group. D, Reward/negative feedback
sensitivity of eArchT group. Suppressing PL activity during reward omissions increased lose-shift behavior during the 50% block but decreased it during the 12.5% block, without affecting win-
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PL inhibition during small/certain rewards also reduces
preference for large/risky rewards
Another experiment suppressed PL activity after selection of
the small/certain option during delivery of the small reward.
Somewhat surprisingly, this manipulation also caused a slight
but reliable reduction in preference for the large/risky option in
the high probability block. Analysis of the choice data from the
eArchT group (n = 26) again yielded a significant treatment �
block interaction (F(1,24) = 8.86, p = 0.007; Fig. 5A,B) with no
main effect of treatment (F(1,24) = 1.42, p = 0.25). Partitioning
this interaction revealed a significant decrease in choice of the
risky option during the 50% probability block (p = 0.02) but
not the 12.5% block (p = 0.25). These effects were not associated
with alterations in choice latencies (F(1,24) = 2.94, p = 0.10; Fig.
5A, inset; Table 1) or trial omissions (F(1,24) = 0.80, p = 0.38;
Table 1). Curiously, analysis of the choice data from the eYFP
group in this experiment (n = 13) yielded a significant main
effect of treatment (F(1,11) = 11.07, p = 0.007; Fig. 5C). However,
this reflected a slight increase in risky choice, an effect opposite
to what was observed in animals expressing eArchT. No latency
(baseline = 0.67 6 0.13 s; laser = 0.66 6 0.12 s) or omission
effects (baseline = 0.96 0.7; laser = 0.66 0.3) were observed in
control animals in this experiment (all F values , 3.0, all p val-
ues. 0.11).

The shift in bias away from the large/risky option in the
50% block was associated with a slight reduction in win-stay
behavior, although this effect did not achieve statistical signifi-
cance (F(1,25) = 2.83, p = 0.10; Fig. 5D, left bars). Conversely,
silencing PL activity during receipt of smaller rewards did not
influence lose-shift behavior during any part of the session (treat-
ment � probability block interaction: F(1,25) = 2.65, p = 0.12; Fig.
5D, right bars). Figure 5E displays trial-by-trial choice and out-
come patterns of an exemplar rat in this experiment under base-
line and test conditions. Collectively these findings show that PL
neural activity coinciding with receipt of smaller/certain rewards
can also influence the allure that larger, higher probability
rewards exert over action selection.

Multilevel modeling analyses on broader choice-outcome
history
In each of the experiments described above, PL inhibition
reduced risky choice in the higher (50%) probability block.
Conversely, silencing before choice or during reward omissions
increased risky choice in the lower-probability 12.5% block.
These perturbations in choice biases of more preferred options
were associated with differential alterations in the impact that
preceding risky wins or losses exerted on a current choice. It was
of further interest to explore how different combinations of
recent choice outcomes spanning the past two trials back from a
current choice influenced action selection and how PL silencing
during different task events altered how these wins/losses shaped
choice biases. We used multilevel logistic regression models to
analyze data across the four different experiments, focusing on
probability blocks where we observed a significant alteration
in risky choice (see above, Materials and Methods). This
resulted in six separate model analyses, the results of which
are displayed in Table 2. In this table, the treatment� loss!loss

outcome factor was set as the reference for calculating odds
ratios for the other interaction terms to determine whether they
were significantly greater or ,1.0. From these analyses, we plot-
ted the probability of a large/risky choice under baseline and test
conditions across the various outcome combinations along with
the 95% confidence intervals for the purposes of data presenta-
tion (Fig. 6). A summary of the main findings from each of these
follows.

Analysis of data from the prechoice inhibition experiment
revealed a main effect of Treatment in the 50% block (odds
ratio = 0.31, p , 0.001) but no Treatment � Outcome inter-
actions (all p values , 0.067; Table 2; Fig. 6A, left). This indi-
cates that prechoice PL inhibition reduced risky choice in the
higher probability block in a manner that was independent
of the particular combination of recent outcomes experi-
enced. In contrast, analysis of data from the 12.5% block also
revealed significant Treatment � Outcome interactions (Table
2). Simple slopes analysis revealed that during this block, pre-
choice PL inhibition reduced the impact of the most recent
losses. This manipulation increased risky choice only on trials
immediately following a loss (i.e., reduced lose-shift behavior;
all p values , 0.05), regardless of the outcome experienced n-2
trials back, but did not alter choice when losses occurred two
trials back (Fig. 6A, right).

Separate analyses were conducted on data obtained when PL
was silenced during reward omissions. Analysis of data from
the 50% block revealed a comparable effect to that of prechoice
inhibition, yielding a significant main effect of Treatment (odds
ratio = 0.37, p , 0.001) in the absence of any interactions with
the outcome levels (all p values . 0.13; Table 2; Fig. 6B). Yet,
when the probability of obtaining the larger reward was 12.5%,
PL inhibition increased risky choice when rats experienced any
combination of the two least favorable outcomes (i.e., a loss or
small reward, all p values, 0.01), but not when a risky win was
received within the preceding two trials.

Silencing the PL during receipt of either large/risky or
small/certain rewards shifted bias away from the risky option
in the higher 50% probability block without affecting choice
in the 12.5% block. Yet, regression analyses on these data
showed this effect was more selectively dependent on recent
outcomes experienced, compared with silencing before choice
or during reward omissions. For example, analysis of the data
from the large/risky reward experiment did not yield a signifi-
cant main effect of Treatment (odds ratio = 0.58, p = 0.073),
but did yield significant Treatment � Outcome interactions
(Table 2; Fig. 6C). Specifically, this manipulation tended to
reduce risky choice and win-stay behavior after combinations
of small and large reward outcomes except for two consecutive
risky wins (all p values , 0.01). In addition, lose-shift behav-
ior (i.e., reduced risky choice after a loss) was increased only
after recent losses were preceded by a reward (all p values ,
0.05) but not when losses occurred two trials back.

Last, silencing PL during small/certain wins did not produce
a significant main effect of Treatment (odds ratio = 0.98, p =
0.95) but did yield significant Treatment � Outcome interac-
tions (Table 2; Fig. 6D). Note that this manipulation did not
result in significant changes in our conventional analyses of win-
stay or lose-shift behavior when only taking into account the
most recent choice outcomes. However, simple slopes partition-
ing of the Treatment � Outcome interactions showed that PL
silencing during receipt of small rewards reduced risky choice af-
ter recent losses preceded by a reward or when a loss preceded a
risky win (all p values, 0.05). In addition, silencing during these

/

stay behavior. E, Individual, trial-by-trial free-choice and outcome data displayed by one rat
during a baseline training session (top) and subsequent test session when PL silencing
occurred during reward omissions (bottom).
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Figure 4. PL inhibition during large rewards decreases risky choice when reward probabilities are high. A, Left, Percentage choice of the risky option for eArchT (n = 24) group during base-
line and on optogenetic tests. Inset, Average choice latency, which was unaffected by PL inhibition during large rewards. Right, Plots of risky choice data for animals trained on the descending
(top, n = 16) and ascending (bottom, n = 8) versions of the task. B, Individual risky choice data for the eArchT group showed a pattern of reduction in risky choice in the 50% block. C,
Individual risky choice data for the eYFP group (n = 13), which displayed no reliable change in choice. D, Win-stay/lose-shift analyses of eArchT group revealed that PL inhibition during large
reward delivery reduced win-stay behavior and also increased lose-shift behavior during the 50% block. E, Individual, trial-by-trial free-choice and outcome data displayed by one rat during a
baseline training session (top) and subsequent test session when PL silencing occurred during delivery of the large reward (bottom).
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Figure 5. PL inhibition during small reward delivery decreased preference for the large/risky option when it was more advantageous. A, Left, Risky choice data for eArchT (n = 22) group. PL inhibition
decreased risky choice during the 50% block on optogenetic tests relative to baseline. Inset, Choice latency, which was not affected by PL inhibition. Right. Plots of risky choice data for animals trained on
the descending (top, n = 15) and ascending (bottom, n = 7) versions of the task. B, Individual risky choice data for the eArchT group. C, Individual risky choice data for the eYFP group (n = 13). In these
animals, laser light delivery actually caused a small increase in risky choice, an effect opposite to that seen in rats expressing eArchT. D, Win-stay/lose shift data for the eArchT group. E, Individual trial-by-
trial free-choice and outcome data displayed by one rat during a baseline training session (top) and subsequent test session when PL silencing occurred during delivery of the small reward (bottom).
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epochs also increased the tendency to follow two small/certain
choices with another certain choice (p = 0.005).

PL inhibition during ITI
Suppression of PL activity that was time-locked to each of the
choice outcome events tested here altered risk/reward decision-
making in different ways. To ascertain whether these effects were
specifically because of disruption of activity that coincided with
these events, another experiment was conducted to inhibit PL ac-
tivity during a randomized time point within the intertrial inter-
val (6–14 s after the end of each trial). Notably, this did not alter
choice in any way (main effect of treatment, F(1,22) = 1.32, p =
0.26; treatment � probability block interaction, F(1,22) = 0.008,
p = 0.93; Fig. 7A,B), nor were there changes in other performance
measures (latency, F(1,22) = 4.08, p = 0.06; Fig. 7A, inset; omis-
sions, baseline = 0.37 6 0.12; laser = 0.33 6 0.14; F(1,22) = 0.18,
p = 0.68). These lacks of effects are in keeping with reports that
temporally specific inhibition of either the dopamine system or
BLA!accumbens circuitry during the intertrial interval also did
not alter probabilistic discounting or risky decision-making,
although these manipulations did affect choice when delivered
around the time when rewards/punishments were or were not
received (Stopper et al., 2014; Orsini et al., 2017; Bercovici et al.,
2018). The null effect in this experiment, combined with the
alterations in choice observed when PL silencing coincided with
choice outcomes, highlights that activity occurring in close tem-
poral proximity to rewarded and nonrewarded actions exert a
more discernable impact on the direction of subsequent choice,
compared with activity that occurs some time after outcomes are
realized.

PL inhibition during reward magnitude discrimination
Inhibiting PL activity before choice caused near-indiscriminate
patterns of choice as reward probabilities changed over the ses-
sion. One potential interpretation of these findings is that this
may reflect nonspecific impairments in discriminating between
larger versus smaller rewards or between the two levers. To con-
trol for this, a separate group of rats that received PL infusions of
eArchT were trained on a simpler reward magnitude discrimina-
tion task, where they chose between a larger four-pellet and
smaller one-pellet reward, both delivered with 100% certainty.

After 3 d of training, all rats showed a strong bias for the large
reward option across blocks of trials and continued to do so
for the duration of testing. Previous work by our group has
shown that under these conditions, choice behavior remains
goal directed rather than habitual as reinforcer and contin-
gency devaluation are effective at reducing preference for the
large reward (Stopper et al., 2014). In these animals, we sup-
pressed PL activity before choice in a manner identical to the
procedures used in rats trained on the probabilistic task.
This had no effects on choice (treatment, F(1,5) = 2.91, p =
0.15; treatment � block interaction, F(1,5) = 1.21, p = 0.34;
Fig. 7C). In addition, although this manipulation increased
choice latencies and trial omissions in rats making risk/reward
decisions, under these simpler task conditions, neither of
these performance variables was altered (latency, F(1,5) = 0.77,
p = 0.48; Fig. 7C, inset; omissions, baseline = 0.1 6 0.1; laser =
1.36 1.3; F(1,5) = 0.89, p = 0.42).

After this first test, these rats were retrained and then
retested, wherein we silenced PL activity during receipt of
the large reward, which in this experiment, occurred on
nearly every free-choice trial. This also did not alter choice
or performance measures (choice, treatment effect, F(1,5) =
0.0005, p = 0.98; treatment � block interaction, F(1,5) = 1.25,
p = 0.33, Fig. 7D; latency, F(1,5) = 0.19, p = 0.85; Fig. 7D, inset;
omissions, baseline = 0.1 6 0; laser = 0.1 6 0.1; F(1,5) = 1.00,
p = 0.36). Given that administration of laser light into the PL
did not affect any aspects of behavior during reward magni-
tude discrimination in rats expressing eArchT, we did not
test the effects of laser light in rats expressing eYFP.

Collectively, the findings from these control experiments
indicate that the effects of PL silencing during risk/reward de-
cision-making are unlikely to be attributable to impairments
in motivational or discrimination processes. Relatedly, the
lack of effect of prechoice silencing indicate that alterations in
probabilistic discounting induced by this manipulation were
not driven by nonspecific perturbations in movement that
may have altered the approach toward the levers. Rather, they
suggest that PL activity during these different task events is
essential for guiding action selection in situations requiring
integration of reward history to bias choice between rewards
of different magnitudes and probabilities.

Table 2. Summary of odds ratios, 95% confidence intervals, and p values from multilevel logistic regression analyses of how PL inhibition during different task
events altered risky choice as a function of different outcome histories 2fi1 trials back

Prechoice inhibition

50% block

Prechoice inhibition

12.5% block

Reward omission inhibition

50% block

Reward omission inhibition

12.5% block

Risky win inhibition

50% block

Certain win inhibition

50% block

Predictors Odds Ratios CI p Odds Ratios CI p Odds Ratios CI p Odds Ratios CI p Odds Ratios CI p Odds Ratios CI p

Treatment [baseline (reference) vs laser inhibition] 0.31 0.17–0.56 ,0.001 3.12 1.83–5.33 ,0.001 0.37 0.22–0.61 ,0.001 4.62 2.82–7.56 ,0.001 0.58 0.32–1.05 0.073 0.98 0.54–1.78 0.947

Treatment � outcome (win!win) 0.65 0.26–1.62 0.350 0.59 0.22–1.58 0.293 0.94 0.36–2.50 0.907 0.48 0.18–1.26 0.135

Treatment � outcome (loss!win) 0.49 0.20–1.22 0.125 0.43 0.11–1.67 0.224 1.86 0.73–4.70 0.192 0.65 0.17–2.48 0.530 1.40 0.57–3.42 0.462 0.43 0.17–1.11 0.083

Treatment � outcome (certain!win) 0.97 0.41 – 2.29 0.948 0.22 0.06–0.76 0.017 1.69 0.61–4.65 0.313 0.45 0.16–1.26 0.129 0.54 0.21–1.40 0.204 0.72 0.28–1.86 0.492

Treatment � outcome (win!loss) 0.46 0.20–1.05 0.067 1.18 0.31–4.48 0.810 1.15 0.49–2.72 0.743 0.31 0.10–0.98 0.047 0.89 0.38–2.09 0.791 0.50 0.20–1.26 0.141

Treatment� outcome (certain!loss) 0.65 0.27–1.60 0.350 0.51 0.26–1.02 0.057 2.08 0.81–5.31 0.127 0.42 0.22–0.80 0.008 0.64 0.26–1.59 0.338 0.35 0.13–0.91 0.032

Treatment � outcome (win!certain) 1.11 0.45–2.71 0.824 0.39 0.11–1.40 0.150 0.83 0.29–2.35 0.722 0.28 0.09–0.87 0.028 0.31 0.11–0.87 0.026 0.60 0.21–1.66 0.323

Treatment � outcome (loss!certain) 1.90 0.81–4.44 0.139 0.37 0.19–0.74 0.005 1.65 0.68–3.97 0.268 0.41 0.22–0.78 0.007 0.92 0.37–2.32 0.865 0.84 0.33–2.18 0.725

Treatment � outcome (certain!certain) 0.92 0.41–2.04 0.836 0.38 0.20–0.71 0.002 1.17 0.50–2.70 0.719 0.37 0.21–0.66 0.001 0.29 0.11–0.79 0.016 0.40 0.16–0.98 0.044

Residual Variances 2 3.29 3.29 3.29 3.29 3.29 3.29

Intercept0 0.67 Subject 0.65 Subject 0.95 Subject 0.68 Subject 0.35 Subject 0.83 Subject

Intraclass Correlation Coefficient 0.17 0.16 0.22 0.17 0.10 0.20

N 26 Subject 26 Subject 26 Subject 26 Subject 25 Subject 27 Subject

Observations 3034 3026 3063 3047 2985 3115

Marginal R2/conditional R2 0.210/0.344 0.049/0.205 0.139/0.332 0.082/0.238 0.153/0.235 0.125/0.301

Values for main effects of outcome predictors were included in the model, but are not shown for clarity. Boldface p values highlight statistically significant interactions terms.
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Discussion
The present findings provide novel insight
into how temporally discrete patterns of PL
neural activity, occurring during different
phases of the decision-making sequence,
shape choice biases during risk/reward de-
cision-making. Activity before choices or
during the evaluation of their different out-
comes plays a multifaceted role in pro-
moting more profitable decisions. During
periods before choice, PL activity pro-
motes choices of higher-utility options. In
contrast, activity occurring after nonre-
warded actions aids in evaluating losses
within the context of reward history.
Additionally, activity linked to larger or
smaller rewards appears to serve as a
value comparator for different reward
options, promoting bias toward larger
rewards when they are more likely to
be received.

PL activity before action selection
promotes optimal choice
PL inhibition during deliberation re-
duced bias for more-preferred/higher-
utility options, reducing or increasing
risky choice when the odds of winning
were comparatively high (50%) or low
(12.5%), rendering animals more ambiv-
alent toward either option. This also
disrupted how information about the
outcomes of preceding decisions guided
subsequent choice as animals displayed
near-random patterns of reward/nega-
tive feedback sensitivity in response to
the most recent risky choice outcomes.
In addition, prechoice PL activity pro-
motes the timely implementation of deci-
sion policies as suppressing it increased
both deliberation times and choice omis-
sions. Admittedly, we did not video
record behavior, making it difficult to
disentangle if these latency effects were at-
tributable specifically to increased hesita-
tion in making decisions or other factors,
such as displacement from the levers that
may have slowed response times. In this
regard, it is important to note that disrup-
tions in risk/reward decision-making or
associated choice latencies and omissions
were not attributable to nonspecific dis-
crimination/motivational impairments or
movement artifacts as PL inhibition before
choice on a reward magnitude discrimina-
tion had no effect on action selection or
other performance measures. Thus, during
deliberation phases of decision-making, PL
activity is integral to promoting more
profitable and timely choices in more
cognitively demanding situations requir-
ing integration of recent outcome history
and context.

Figure 6. Results of the multilevel logistic regression analyses examining alterations in risky choice induced by PL inhibition
during different task events varied as a function of outcome history. Data are presented as means and 95% confidence intervals
of the probability of a risky choice after a combination of risky wins, losses, and small/certain outcomes occurring one and two
trials before a particular choice. A, Reductions in risky choice in the 50% block induced by prechoice PL inhibition did not vary
as a function of outcome history (left, stars denote p , 0.001 main effect of treatment), whereas increases in risky choice in
the 12.5% block occurred after losses on the preceding trial (right). B, PL inhibition during reward omissions reduced in risky
choice in the 50% block, but this did not vary as a function of outcome history (left, stars denote p , 0.001 main effect of
treatment), whereas in the 12.5% block, this manipulation increased in risky choice when the large reward was not received
within the preceding two trials (right). C, D, PL inhibition during C, large/risky wins, or small/certain rewards (D) reduced risky
choice in the 50% block following many but not all the various outcome combinations. Stars and double stars denote p ,
0.05 and p, 0.001 compared with baseline.
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The present data complement imaging studies demonstrating
increased ACC activation during decision-making deliberation
that may represent preferred choice (Rogers et al., 2004; Gläscher
et al., 2009; Wittmann et al., 2016). Moreover, they align with
neurophysiological findings that populations of PL neurons dis-
play phasic increases in activity before initiating a particular
course of action. These changes in firing tracks preferred choices
during cost/benefit decision-making, which may contribute to
action monitoring and encoding relative value (Bari et al., 2019;
Braunscheidel et al., 2019; Sackett et al., 2019; Choi et al., 2021).
In this regard, similar alterations in risk/reward decision-making
are induced by suppression of prechoice activity in either the do-
pamine system (Stopper et al., 2014) or BLA!nucleus accum-
bens circuitry (Bercovici et al., 2018). The similarities of these
effects across different brain systems highlights that the PL oper-
ates as part of a broader network to establish choice preferences

and then acts on them. Around the time of decision implementa-
tion, near-simultaneous activity within PL, BLA, and dopamine
projection pathways work congruently to evaluate which options
may be deemed better and increase the likelihood that actions
are biased toward them.

PL activity during nonrewarded outcomes frames losses in
context
PL activity associated with losses was also integral to guiding
subsequent decisions, depending on the estimated profitability of
the risky option. Suppressing this activity increased risky choice
when reward probabilities were low (12.5%), in keeping with
previous reports (Passecker et al., 2019). Yet, this unexpectedly
reduced bias toward the larger reward when the objective utility
of this option was higher (50%). Unlike prechoice silencing,
which led to near-random win-stay and lose-shift patterns,

Figure 7. Intertrial interval and reward magnitude discrimination control experiments. A, PL inhibition at pseudorandom epochs during the intertrial interval did not alter probabilistic dis-
counting in animals expressing eArchT (n = 24) or choice latencies (inset). B, Individual risky choice data comparing baseline to optogenetic inhibition during the intertrial interval averaged
across probability blocks. C, Inhibition of PL before choice on a reward magnitude discrimination (n = 6) did not affect preference for the large reward, nor did it affect response latencies
(inset). D, PL inhibition occurring during receipt of the large reward also did not alter choice preference or latencies (inset).
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suppressing activity during loss evaluation had a more promi-
nent effect on how losses affected subsequent choice, which was
shaped by the context of the relative profitability of the risky
option. Under baseline conditions, animals tended to disregard
risky losses in the 50% block as it was still more profitable to
choose risky in this context. PL silencing enhanced sensitivity to
these occasional losses, increasing lose-shift behavior independ-
ent of recent outcome history. Conversely, more frequent losses
occurring in the 12.5% block led to more frequent small/certain
choices. In this context, PL silencing had the opposite effect,
reducing the impact of losses over a broader reward history (i.e.,
at least one to two choices back). These differential effects pro-
vide novel insight into how PL activity integrates information
about nonrewarded actions to guide risk/reward decisions, high-
lighting that these signals do not necessarily encode a more rudi-
mentary negative reward prediction error. Rather, PL activity,
coincidental with unrewarded actions, provides top-down con-
trol that places losses in context, biasing their impact relative to
the estimated profitability of different options, and determining
whether they should be attended to (play it safe next time) or dis-
regarded (keep playing risky) given the recent context of reward
history.

These findings complement human imaging data demon-
strating the importance of ACC activity linked to negative out-
comes during other forms of complex decision-making that
require monitoring of action-outcome contingencies to support
flexible choice preferences (Gläscher et al., 2009; Camille et al.,
2011). Likewise, there have been multiple reports that popula-
tions of mPFC neurons display differential changes in activity af-
ter unrewarded choices during probabilistic reversal or set-
shifting tasks (Del Arco et al., 2017; Passecker et al., 2019; Choi
et al., 2021; Spellman et al., 2021). As a comparison, reward
omission-related activity within other circuits appears to signal a
more uniform negative prediction error. For example, interfering
with either phasic reductions in dopamine activity or increases
in BLA!accumbens activity during reward omissions increases
risky choice and perturbs other forms of associative learning
(Steinberg et al., 2013; Stopper et al., 2014; Bercovici et al., 2018;
Fischbach and Janak, 2019). PL activity during reward omissions
appears to subserve a more complex function. Rather than high-
lighting all unrewarded actions as something to be avoided, it
operates more holistically to evaluate losses in context to either
minimize their impact or promote modifications in decision
biases.

Reward-related PL signals
Reward-associated PL activity also influenced subsequent action
selection. Optogenetic inhibition time locked to receipt of larger
rewards reduced preference for this option but only when their
delivery was probabilistic and their likelihood was high. Here,
animals were less likely to follow a rewarded risky choice with
another one but also showed amplified lose-shift tendencies after
recent losses, although here, activity was unperturbed after non-
rewarded choices. These results complement primate neurophys-
iological findings revealing that ACC encoding of rewarded
actions is maintained across multiple trials, and its computation
of reward value is updated following each subsequent rewarded
action (Seo and Lee, 2007; Donahue et al., 2013). This dovetails
with the results of our multilevel modeling, unveiling that PL ac-
tivity during these epochs promotes choice persistence toward
larger, higher probability rewards when risky choices paid off
one to two trials back. Thus, PL activity linked to uncertain
rewards exerts a broad impact on their perceived value. which

spans a longer choice history, augmenting the impact of rewarded
actions while also minimizing the impact of the recent nonre-
warded ones. These signals may work in concert with reward-
related dopamine activity as inhibiting these signals during receipt
of larger/risky rewards induced similar changes in choice and
feedback sensitivity (Stopper et al., 2014). It is possible that in sit-
uations where rewards are uncertain, neural computations by the
PL may provide top-down influence that shape dopamine neuron
reward-prediction errors (Jo et al., 2013).

Somewhat more surprising was the finding that inhibiting PL
activity associated with small/certain rewards also made animals
less likely to chase larger/riskier ones and more likely to choose
the less-profitable certain option repeatedly. Thus, PL activity
associated with smaller rewards in this context may reduce the
tendency to direct actions toward these options when riskier
ones may be more profitable. In this regard, subpopulations of
PL cells display changes in firing linked to small/certain rewards
that predict subsequent risky choices, and inhibiting this activity
decreased risk seeking (Passecker et al., 2019). This combination
of findings demonstrates that PL activity associated with smaller/
certain rewards exerts a discernable influence on the incentive
for pursuing larger/uncertain ones. One interpretation for these
seemingly counterintuitive findings is that smaller rewards trig-
ger patterns of activity within a population of PL neurons that
encode a form of comparator signal used by other PFC-related
networks to evaluate how much better alternative rewards may
be. When larger rewards are more likely, these small reward sig-
nals may act as a reminder that the alternative is preferable, aug-
menting its attractiveness in future choice situations. Conversely,
by perturbing comparator signals related to the stable objective
value of small/certain reward, decisions may become more sto-
chastic and less likely to be directed toward larger ones. In
essence, the absence of information of the value of one option
may hinder evaluation of how much better the other one may
be. This idea is in keeping with findings that fluctuations in per-
sistent, postoutcome PL activity encode the relative value of dif-
ferent options in mice performing a probabilistic foraging task
(Bari et al., 2019). Viewed from a broader perspective, these
data reveal that PL reward-related activity exerts a multimodal
influence that promotes optimal risky choices, both increasing
the likelihood that rewarded risky choices are made again as
well as providing a relative value signal that further enhances
incentive for larger/risky rewards.

There have been reports that termination of photoinhibi-
tion with Arch can be associated with brief (;1 s) and mod-
erate (;20%, 1 Hz) increases in cortical neuron firing above
baseline (Li et al., 2019). Thus, it is possible that the effects of
PL silencing during choice outcomes may have been driven
partially by rebound excitation, which in our experiments
would have occurred ;7 s after outcomes were experienced.
That said, photoinhibition during the ITI, at time points fur-
ther removed from choice outcomes, had no effect on action
selection. This indicates that perturbations in neural activity
coincidental with choice outcomes have a much greater influ-
ence on subsequent choices, and any rebound excitation that
may occur when photoinhibition was terminated would have
less, if any, impact.

The present findings that both prechoice and reward-related
PL activity pivotally influence choice direction differs from those
of a recent examination of how PL suppression alters decisions
using a seemingly similar task (Passecker et al., 2019). In that
study, stimulating PL GABA cells before choice or on receipt of
large/risky rewards did not significantly alter behavior. Aside
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from certain methodological differences (inactivation approach,
within- vs between-subject designs, statistical power), two key
analytical and procedural differences are of particular relevance.
First, our analyses focused more on isolating risky choice as a
function of probability, making it better suited to identify more
nuanced roles for PL during different phases of the decision pro-
cess. A second issue pertains to different task parameters and
how reward probabilities were varied. The task structure used by
Passecker et al. (2019) varied reward probabilities across three
blocks within a session, with block order randomized across ses-
sions. During a particular session, rats inferred reward probabil-
ity within a block based on outcome history on that given day. In
contrast, our task used a more stable structure so that our well-
trained rats had a firmer representation of the reward probability
context at the start of a session that could aid in guiding choice.
In this regard, the ACC has been implicated in using reward con-
text to shape decision policies (Kolling et al., 2014). What is
novel here is that when contrasting these two experiments, our
data reveal that the PL may play different roles in guiding choice
in stochastic situations versus more stable ones, where context
more heavily guides goal-directed actions.

Summary and conclusions
Collectively, the present findings provide novel insight into the
temporal dynamics through which PL shapes risk/reward deci-
sion-making, highlighting how activity during deliberation and
outcome-evaluation phases differentially influence action selec-
tion. It is likely that the distinct functions that emerge during dif-
ferent phases of the decision process are mediated by separate
populations of PL neurons, which may be distinguished in part
by their projection targets (St Onge et al., 2012; Jenni et al.,
2017). For example, subpopulations of PL cells projecting to an-
terior versus posterior striatum appear to encode negative versus
positive outcomes (Choi et al., 2021). Thus, clarifying how dis-
tinct PL ensembles guide choice during different phases of the
decision sequence remains an important direction for future
studies. Additionally, a limitation of the present study is that
only male subjects were used. Previous studies have shown
mixed results in terms of baseline differences in probabilistic
discounting in male versus female rats (Braunscheidel et al.,
2019; Islas-Preciado et al., 2020), but sex differences have been
shown in rats assessed on other decision-making tasks (Orsini
and Setlow, 2017; Orsini et al., 2017; Pellman et al., 2017) Given
this, it will be important to assess how PL activity associated
with different decision phases influences choice in females. It is
also notable that the constellation of effects reported here dif-
fered from how pharmacological inactivation of this region
alters this form of decision-making. Complete suppression of
all PL activity during probabilistic discounting impaired flexible
updating of choice biases (St Onge and Floresco, 2010). In com-
parison, the use of more targeted perturbations in PL signaling
revealed a plethora of functions embedded in different phasic
events that promote advantageous choices before decision
implementation and provide important context when evaluat-
ing decision outcomes that shape future choices. As such, these
findings underscore how this approach can yield a more com-
prehensive understanding of the neural underpinnings of com-
plex forms of cognition and behavior (Orsini et al., 2019).
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